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Comparison: "Extreme Picky Taking in" vs. "Just Take a Bite" This review is a comparison of the
books “Just Take a Bite” (JTaB) by Lori Ernsperger and Tania Stegen-Hanson and “Helping YOUR
SON OR DAUGHTER with Extreme Picky Eating” (HYCEPE) by Katja Rowell and Jenny
McGlothlin. He made no progress throughout that period. The books cover a lot of the same
info, share some recommendations, and both have recommended activities in the second
section of the book.At the time of writing this review, I've a two-year-old boy in feeding therapy.
Adding to his feeding complications are sensory issues, airway issues, reflux, and an oral motor
delay. I go through these books searching for support in taking a stand to doctors who’ve been
pressuring me to make use of methods I’m uncomfortable with, and for strategies I could
implement at house to improve the carry-over of feeding therapy abilities.JTaB is compiled by a
behavioral therapist and an occupational therapist.They go on to advise, “At the first sign of
anxiety or resistance, let it go and move on to a task she enjoys. The information in JTaB is
actually organized and an easy task to make reference to, with charts and tables. Hopefully this
review will help parents decide which publication is better because of their child’s situation. JTaB
is textbook sized with dual spaced lines and a lot of white space on each web page, which
makes it an easy task to highlight or take down notes in the margins. It’s a little more technical,
which I like but others might not. I would recommend this reserve! Eating is among the few
items that children have immediate control over, and this book highlights how to facilitate your
son or daughter's exploration of foods, instead of simply attempting to coerce them into
consuming. It is a great started publication explaining why they are picky Must Give YOUR
INDIVIDUAL Data TO FIND THE Handout Online. Many thanks so much for your projects and
this book. Yet another plus that I've also discovered is normally that the authors are extremely
responsive. I helped out for a brief period of time with an organization that my local cerebral
palsy (CP) center was having for children who were extremely picky eaters, but felt like I should
learn more by myself. Here’s a good example from the section called “Play with Your Food”:
“Playing a casino game with the agenda of increasing your child’s ease and comfort with meals
can backfire.” Huh?What I didn't like about the reserve was the organization of information, or
absence thereof. HYCEPE can be by a family doctor and a speech pathologist.” I am aware
where they’re coming from if working with a neurotypical picky child with a sensitive
temperament (among the authors includes a child like this). This remaining me feeling
uncomfortable because could it be really necessary to possess all of my own data for a handout
for a self-help reserve? I spent months making different foods on his tray, every single day, with
no pressure to contact or consume them. Both books are designed to help kids who are highly
selective eaters, and both have a noncoercive method of feeding which draws on Ellyn Satter’s
division of responsibility.The approach in JTaB is more appropriate for the SOS (Sequential Oral
Sensory) approach which my son’s feeding therapist uses. In my home, tortilla chips is among
the hardly any foods my son eats consistently, so when we have Mexican for dinner (that is a
lot), that is all he goes for. He is taken up to the advantage of his safe place to look around, but
isn't pushed past the edge.It appears that most people who give tips about feeding picky eaters
haven't had to look after one themselves. I fall into the latter category.Although as I actually said
JTaB is even more on the specialized side, the authors acknowledge parents’ emotions around
their children’s eating in a very validating way. I experienced supported in my own choice to
maintain mealtimes a confident experience. The book helped me create a more structured and
supportive mealtime plan/routine which really seemed to help my child. I also realized that a few
of his problems I thought were motor-based are in fact proprioceptive. I know you can find a
huge selection of different scenarios for different kiddos out there, but I feel like those



questions are pretty universal when we're talking about picky eaters and changing to a new
"family style" supper. HYCEPE is a standard sized book with regular type.While HYCEPE is
actually written for parents, JTaB is targeted towards both parents and therapists. All four
specialize in pediatric feeding disorders.Should you have an older kid whose pickiness is
behavioral/temperamental and not complicated by developmental or medical problems,
HYCEPE is going to be more helpful. If your child offers developmental delays, sensory or oral-
motor problems, or GI complications, you’ll probably get more from JTaB. Again, that may work
with a typical child, but those who’ve had their feeding advancement stalled by medical
problems or disabilities require a more hands-on approach. Expert advice without the
judgmental tone Full disclosure: My son was an individual of Jenny McGlothlin in her feeding
program when he was a toddler. simply have the same guidance. I've seen her function miracles
with many many children and families. very good read, actually helped me with my daughters
extremely picky eating! HYCEPE would like to leave a kid in the center of their safe place and
wait for them to venture out. Way too many pediatricians, grandparents, friends, etc. Using her
program, he went from just eating easy purees to eating a regular diet in 3 months..."if the kid is
hungry enough he will eat everything you serve," or "lower out the processed foods and he will
get hungry for healthy food." Unfortunately, that doesn't usually work with accurate picky eaters.
These authors have been in the trenches with parents and have found something that works. I
would love the opportunity to request Ms. I cannot state plenty of about how helpful these
suggestions is. 3.Probably the most helpful things I got from the book was a URL to a blog
called "Mealtime Hostage" which is ran by way of a mother of a kid with EPE. I purchased this
book for some extra support on feeding my neurotypical child. My son is 3 and overall, I did so
find the strategy Ms. Rowell takes to be a breath of fresh air in a lot of methods. After 12 weeks,
he is happy to go to the table and excited about food in general. If increasing my kid’s comfort
with meals isn't my “agenda” then why am I also reading this book? I did not really find it to
become a "step-by-step guide" as the subtitle suggests, and the chapter headings made it tough
for me to locate information later on that I wanted to revisit.We also felt that the author could
have and should have tackled some frequently asked questions about her suggested process,
as I have come across many circumstances since changing to her design which have left me
completely stumped. Although HYCEPE apparently considers it as well coercive (they don’t
name SOS however they describe the process), the kid is never punished, bribed, or pressured to
do anything. The best part is that their advice doesn't make you feel like a horrible mother or
father who just didn't try hard enough. Rowell if I should limit the quantity of tortilla chips he
consumes at dinner in order to encourage him to perhaps try another thing on the table? Is it
appropriate to need him to dip it in something, such as guacamole, if he desires more? We love
family design meals now. Do I simply tell him sorry and allow him go starving since most likely
he won't consume anything else on the table?Your final note on layout.5 stars As a mother or
father of a kid with extreme picky eating, I have already been looking for as many resources as
possible to help me help my child. I highly recommend her blog if you haven't run into it. She
even has an online support group on Facebook that the web site directs you to, but it is chock
filled with so much information about her own journey, and she has compiled resources from
many experts which saved me a lot of leg function. Heck, simply knowing I was not only in this
struggle gave me so much wish and encouragement.Overall, I'd still recommend the publication
should you have a kid that suffers from ARFID/selective feeding on/extreme picky taking in,
because even though you only glean several tips from it, every brand-new perspective and piece
of advice helps in the event that you ask me personally! He tells us now, often, "I really like my



meals!" (while at breakfast). And what must i do when he asks for seconds of a thing that has
run out on the table (but we have more of in the pantry/fridge)? I put out food on our desk and I
have been amazed at how much and the range that my son, 3, selects for his plate. Recommend
for just about any parent This book helped us enormously." or "My food smells delicious!" or "I
love dinner! I would recommend to any other mother or father or caregiver of a toddler aged kid
or older. He remarks sometimes, "Mommy, we have been eating collectively as a family!" It is an
action of want to sit down together with your children and eat with them. I prefer JTaB’s more to-
the-point strategy.Amber ("The Observant Mom") Recommend this book! My husband and I
read this book this past summer. It was very beneficial and changed the way we viewed
mealtime and eating for our children. The reserve helped our mealtime romantic relationships
and showed the importance of sitting down for breakfast, lunch time and dinner. It changed
everyone’s outlook at mealtime and we all have been nearer as a family and we are all happy at
the desk. My boy attended the steps program and went in not eating much and having high
stress and anxiety at the table. The "no pressure" technique has certainly produced mealtimes
nicer, and by beginning to eat dinner "family members style" challenging options up for grabs,
my son has started at least placing foods on his plate that he would otherwise throw a fit about
being there. He is excited to try fresh foods and offers low stress. There's more detailed details
on sensory and oral-motor development. Good read ?????????? Great resource for parents and
clinicians As a Speech-Vocabulary Pathologist who spent some time working with many
feeding customers for over 10 years, I came across this book to become a great reference both
for my own picky eater and for family members I work with. I recommend it for both parents and
clinicians alike. Ok read mot a step by step tool Very little help didn’t provide any guidance.’was
Looking for a Stepwise Approach .” That’s nice, but it has nothing to do with my son’s feeding on
problems. I am 1/2 way through and I like the philosophy. Nevertheless, they offer a worksheet,
which in order to get online, you need to agree to provide all your personal data including credit
cards info when the book has already been purchased. (I bought mine through Amazon).
However, their strategy wouldn't normally work for my son, who's predominantly *under*delicate
and whose food aversion has more to do with feeling unsafe with food than feeling pressured
by adults. I'm sure you must have to pay additional, which I would do easily saw the material will
probably be worth it, but why need to sign apart your rights before even getting on the site? very
good read, in fact helped me with my daughters extremely ... She understands what she is
speaking about and she has proven herself with children and parents who hold her
accountable.!! before this publication I felt helpless, right now I am aware her better and
selecting alternatives An excellent resource that I'd recommend to those struggling to obtain
children to eat As someone who is studying feeding and conversation disorders, I really
appreciate the info that's in this book. They have two full chapters about avoiding even a hint of
pressure, and also constant warnings throughout the rest of a reserve, and they seem to think
that pretty very much every try to get a child to engage with food can be pressure. I did some
research and fortunately came across this book. I think it's a fantastic resource, and I've
recommended it to others on several occasions. There isn't any whole lot of information out
there usually that seems 1) credible and 2) recognizes the potential power struggles that can
develop over an issue like a child's eating. HYCEPE has some of the same information but it’s
jumbled up with tidbits like this: “Family meals certainly are a time to spread family tales,
traditions, and culture – and to laugh and spend pleasurable time with your kids. I'm wanting to
try out a few of the recommendations in it aswell, and as a quickly to-be speech-language
pathologist could have the opportunity to do so.Both books concur that coercing a child to



consume is counterproductive, but HYCEPE takes this to an extreme. Ideal for addressing
healthy family members dynamics + feeding! Great for an introspective caregiver interested in
the nuances of feeding. This is the first book of its type that I have read post-therapy (and also
have read a few even more since). He’s 13 mos and developed a feeding aversion after silent
reflux. It’s not necessarily geared towards infants/youthful toddlers, but Personally i think like
it’s actually helped us (parents) lay the ground work to make sure foods & feeding don’t
continue being a way to obtain anxiety for all of us.
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